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Abstract. In this paper a notion of a grammar is defined which is an extension of a context-free 
grammar by index productions of the form Af-, B and A + Bf: With these productions one can 
‘compute’ information coded FP,Y strings of indices. We consider two modes of derivation which 
distribute this information over context-free productions in a different way. The two derivation 
modes yield the classes of indexed and type-0 languages respectively. The context-free-like 
structure of the grammar is used as a tool to investigate normal-form transformations, Dyck 
languages and homomorphic haracterizations. 
1. Introduction 
In the literature there are some attempts to describe non-context-free languages 
by grammars, whit& are only a slight modification of context-free grammars. These 
grammars describe the syntactic structure of their generated languages in a context- 
free like manner. A straightforward extension of context-free grammars in this sense 
are the indexed grammars introduced by Aho [I]. Many properties of context-free 
languages hold for indexed languages too [I, 4,5,12,13,14]. Other extensions are, 
for example, the functional grammars [2, 111 and context-free grammars with 
regulated rewriting (see, e.g., [16]). 
The simplest form of an indexed grammar is obtained by attaching index produc- 
tions A -) B” and Af+ B to a context-free BsQ1 =-=nmar. These index productions 
generate and consume indices, respectively. In this paper we will investigate context- 
free grammars which are extended in this simple way. These extended context-free 
grammars will be called grammars and will be used according to two modes of 
derivation. The two derivation modes yield two families of languages, the family 
of indexed languagts and the family of type-0 languages. The motivation for these 
two modes of derivation is as follows. The context-free-like structure of our grammar 
suggest a top-down parsing method (recursive descent) for the generated languages- 
In extension to the context-free case, th, 
need parameters which correspond to in 
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The application of a production A-+ BC corresponds to the call of a procedure 
A(x) with body {B(x); C(X)}. We will consider two msnners of parameter passing, 
namely ‘call by value’ and ‘call by reference’. If -we define, for our grammars, a 
derivation mode corresponding to ‘call by value’, we will obtain the indexed 
languages. If we define a derivation mode corresponding to ‘call by reference’, we 
will obtain the type-0 languages. 
In our opinion, the context-free-like structure of our grammars is a good base to 
obtain results about these two families of languages. In this paper we will apply 
this concept to investigate normal-form transformations of grammars and Dyck 
grammars, which yield, according to the two modes of derivation, Dyck languages 
for the families of indexed and type-0 languages. The Dyck languages are used to 
derive homomorphic characterizations in the form of the Chomsky-Schiitzenberger 
Theorem for these two families. 
First, we will introduce the notion of a grammar. 
Definition 2.1. A grammar is a S-tuple G = (A!, T, 1, P, S), where 
(1) N, T, I are pairwise disjoint sets, the sets of variables, terminals, and indices 
respectively; 
(2) P is a finite set of productions, where each production is of one of the forms 
(a) A-, a, 
(b) A+Bf, 
(c) Af+4 
whereA,BEN,crE(NuT)*,andfeI; 
(3) S E N, the start variable. 
Since productions of the form (2)(a) are context-free, they are called the context- 
free productions of G. Productions of the form (2)(b)-(c) insert or delete indices 
respectively, They are called the index productions of G. 
Now we will define two modes of derivation for G, the V-mode (value) and the 
R-mode (reference). To this end we need two operations :v and :R mapping (NI” u 
T)*x I* in (NZ*u T)*. Let ~1 ‘;r,B,/3,~ 2 9 l l BkPkUk+? with ui E T” for i E 
[1:k+I],andletBjEN,piEI*forjE[1:k]withk~Obeanelementof(NI*uT)*, 
and let y E I*. Then we set 
and 
a:Ry= kUk+l* 
and type-0 1angrtage.t. 25 
emark. :v py of y to each index word of each variable in cy. :R 
appends y only to the index word of the leftmost variable. Furthermore, for all 
cu~r*(cNI*T* and YEI*, we have a:vy=a!:Ry and if WET*, then a:,,~= 
ar :R y” a holds. 
efinition 2.2. Let w E T”, AE N, YE I*, 8 E (NI* u T)“, qnd f E I. The V-mode of 
derivation is defined by the relation “+. Set u,“~~~ if 
( ) a 4 = wAye, u2 = W( TV :,, y)0, A-, Q! E P, or 
(b) Ul = WAY@, u2 = wBfye, A-, BYE P, or 
(c) u1= wAfy0, u2 = wByB, Af + BE I? 
The R-mode of derivation is defined by the relation R+ Set u1 R* u2 if 
( ) a 4 = W&e, 242 = W(cUe zR y), A + CY E P, Or 
(b) or (c) as above. 
“** and R+* denote tile reflexive transitive closure of va and R,. 
Observe that tv is applied only to the ght-hand side cy of the production used 
whereas :R is applied to cy concatenated with 8. 
The language generated by G under V-mode is 
L,(G)={wlw~ T* and Sk+* w}, 
the language generated by G under R-mode is 
LR(G)=(wlwE T* and S%* w}. 
A language L is called V-indexed if L = L,(G) for a grammar G; L is called 
R-indexed, if L = L,(G) for a grammar G. 
Remar . (I) Derivations according to the V-mode and the R-mode are leftmost 
derivations. 
(2) The V-mode of derivation corresponds to leftmost derivations of indexed 
grammars. 
(3) A grammar with R-mode of derivation can be viewed as a special form of a 
functional grammar whose appendix has a ‘pushdown’ function system [2,11]. 
(4) If I = 0, then both modes of derivation correspond to leftmost derivations of 
context-free grammars. 
(5) If the context-free productions of G are linear, then both modes of derivation 
coincide. 
Theorem 2.3. Let G = (N, T, I, P, S) be a grammar. 
(1) If I = 0, then L,(G) = LR( G) is a context-free language. 
(2) L,(G) is an indexed language. 
(3) LR( G) is a type-0 language [2]. 
(4) If the context-free productions of G are right-linear (left-linear), then Lv( G) = 
LR( G) is a context-free language [S]. 
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(5) [f the context-free productions ofG are linear, then L,(G) = LR( G) is a linear 
indexed language f5]. 
Remark. As mentioned in the introduction, the notations “V” and “‘R” are motivated 
by the following fact. The grammar suggests atop-down parsing algorithm (recursive 
descent) for the generated languages in the same manner as in the context-free case. 
The difference here is that a procedure which corresponds to a variable of G must 
have a parameter w ich corresponds to the index word attached to the variable. If 
the parameters are passed by value, a V-mode derivation is simulated; if the 
parameters are passed by reference, an R-mode derivation is simulated. 
For technical purposes, we will now introduce the notion of an extended grammar. 
Definition 2.4. An extended grammar is a 5-tuple G = (N, T, I, P, S) where N, T, I, 
and S are as in Definition 2.1. The productions in P are of the form Af+ /3, A E N, 
f~ I u {e}, and #3 E(NI* u T)*. 
The V- and R-mode of derivation can be extended to this form of grammar in 
an obvious manner and L”(G) and L,(G) are defined in a similar way. 
We will now show that it is possible to transform an extended grammar G into 
a grammar G’ without changing the generative power. 
Theoremn2.!5 Let G be an extended grammar. lOlere exists a grammar G’ with 
L,( G’) = Lv( G) and LR( G’) = L,(G). 
Proof. Let = : Af -) u, B, y1 u2 B2 y2 . . . u,B, ynun+, = /3 be an arbitrary production of G. 
(1) Replace 7r by 
d: Af + u,&~‘u~B:“, . . . u&~)u,+~ and 7~: : 6i”‘+ Bin, i E [ 1: n]. 
(2) Iff# e, then replace w’ by 
(3) Replace n:, i E [ 1: n], by 
emark. This theorem shows that the V-indexed languages are exactly the indexed 
languages. 
. It is easy to see that controlling leftmost derivations of context-free gram- 
mars with context-free control sets [8] can be simulated by R-mode derivations of 
an extended grammar. In [S] it is shown that each type-0 language can be obtained 
in this manner. This, together with Theorem 2.3(3) yields the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.6. Grammars with R-mode of derivation yield exactly the type-0 languages. 
We will now give an example for our notions. 
Example 2.7. Let G = (N, T, I, P, S) be ,an (extended) grammar with N = 
{A, B, C, D, E, S}, T = {a, b, $}, and I = (6, b, # }. P contains the following produc- 
tions: 
S+CG#lCG#]e; C-, C&D~C6D~D; 
D& DaA, Di+ DbB, D#+Ef$; 
A+ Ei?, B+E6, and E+e. 
Obviously, we have S Rak+l D& . . . ?, # Dk-* with Xi E {a, 6). Then the derivation 
must proceed in the following way: 
D$... 2, # Dk-’ R=$* $x, . . . qD&. . .g, # Dk-2 R** l l - R=$+* ($x, . . . xk)f 
Hence we have &(C) = {($w)‘“~) w E {a, b}*}, which is not an indexed language 
(see [lo]). 
If we consider the V-mode of derivation, we have the following derivation: 
S “++’ Dx^ ,...x^,#D&_ ,... z,?ec . ..D?.# 
“a*$~, . ..xkD&_. . ..x^.# . . . D&f 
“****J%*$x~...x~$x~...x~-*...$x*. 
Hence, we can conclude 
L”(G) = {$x1 . . . x&%1 . . . x&m., $...$x,)xiE{a, b}, i~[l:k], ka0). 
As mentioned above, our notion of a grammar is a slight and minimal extension 
of a context-free grammar. With the V- and R-mode of derivation we obtain the 
families of indexed and type-0 languages. It is natural to ask, depending on the 
context-free structure of our grammars, whether ideas and techniques well known 
in the context-free area can be extended to indexed and type-0 languages. There 
has been some success in this direction concerning the indexed languages. In our 
opinion it should be possible to extent some fundamental concepts of context-free 
languages with our notion of grammar. In this paper we will carry out these ideas 
for normal-form transformations and homomorphic characterizations. 
In [ 121 ordinary pushdown automata re extended to indexed pushdown automata 
by attaching an index list to each symbol in the pushdown store. The move relation 
for these automata is defined in analogy to the V-mode of derivation introduced 
above. Indexed pushdown automata accept exactly the indexed (i.e., V-indexed) 
languages. If we extend ordinary pushdown automata by attaching an index list to 
the topmost symbol of the pushdown store only and define the move relation in 
analogy to the R-mode of derivation, we obtain a type of acceptor for the type-0 
(i.e., R-indexed) languages which can be viewed as a two-stack automaton. 
automaton is essentially two- 
device would be rather space 
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3. e generation of V-indexed languages 
The storage structure of an indexed pushdown 
dimensional, hence, the implementation of such a 
consuming. In contrary, the implementation of a two-stack automaton is rather easy 
and efficient. Therefore, it is desirable to simulate V-mode derivations by R-mode 
derivations. This might be of interest in the area of parsing indexed languages. 
In the following we will construct, given a grammar G = (N, T, I, P, S), another 
grammar G’ = (N’, l C I, P’, S) which yields the same languages according to both 
modes of derivation such that Lv( G) = LR( G’) = Lv( G’) holds. 
To this end set 
N’=N~{P~,C,~~~I}~{B,P,B~C(BEN,~EI}V{E}. 
P’ contains the context-free productions of P, i.e., the context-free structure of P 
is not altered. The variables Pf and Cr are used to produce and consume the index 
& i.e., P’ contains the index productions: 
(1) -P; + Ef and Crf + E for all f c I and the production E + e. 
The index productions of P yiel the following productions in P’: 
(2) if A+ Bf E P, then A-, BJ”s d BF+ BCf are in P’; 
(3) if Af-, B E P, then Af+ BF and BF+ BP/ are in P’. 
in the following we will write Ay %* w [y’] if Ay R+* w’Dy’v’ %w holds. 
Here A, D are variables, ‘y, y’ are index strings, and w, w’, v’ are terminal words. 
The following lemma shows a central property of the above constructed grammar 
G’. In an R-mode derivation of a terminal word w starting with Ay, the ‘start 
information’ y will be reconstructed. 
If Ay 5” w [ y’] with A E N, w E T*, y, y’ E I* holds according to G’, 
f. An easy induction on n. 0 
The fDllowing lemmata relate V-mode derivations according to G to R-mode 
derivations according to G’. 
If Ay ‘S’ w with A E N, w E T*, y E I* according to G, then Ay R** w 
If Ay R+n with A E N, y E I*, w E T* according to G’, then Ay %” w 
according to G’. 
w E T* according to G’, then 
roofs are simple inductions on n. 
Id the following theorem. 
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For each grammar G a grammar G’ with L,(G) = L,( 6’) = LR( G’) can 
. mm 
As mentioned in Section 2, we will show that it is possible to carry out normal-form 
transformations on grammars which correspond to well-known transformations of 
the context-free productions of the grammar. An equivalent notion to the Chomsky 
Normal Form (CNF) will be constructed in this section. If we consider the V-mode 
of derivation for such a transformed grammar, we get a normal form first described 
in Aho [l]. 
Definition 4.1. Let G = (N, T, I, P, S) be a grammar. G is said to be in standard form 
if all productions are of one of the forms: 
(a) A-, BC, 
(b) A+a, 
k) A+Bf, 
(d) Af+B, 
where A, I$ CE N9 fc I and aE Tu{e}. 
To arrive at a CNF grammar in the context-free case, one has to remove the 
singular productions, i.e., productions of the form A + B where A and B are 
variables, in a first step. We will start in a similar manner. 
Algorithm 4.2 ( Removal of singular productinn.p) 
Input: A grammar G=(N) T 1, P, S). 
Output: A grammar G’ = (N, T, I, P’, S) without singular productions. 
Method: (1) Construct the relation u c N x N with AaB iff A + B E P 
(2) Construct o+, the transitive closure of CT. 
(3) Set P,=P-{A+BIA+BEP}andset P’ = PI u P2 s where P2 is constructed 
in the following way: let A, BE N with Aa+B: 
_ if B-*pE P with /~E(Nu T)*, @1*2, then A+E P2; 
_ if B + Cf E P, then + Cf f P*; 
-ifBf+C~P,thenAf+C~P~. 
In the next theorems we want to show that the grammar 6’ generated by 
4.2 is equivalent to G if we consider the V-mode or the -mode of derivation. 
Let G be a grammar and let G’ be the grammar constructe lgorithm 
4.2. Then L,( 6) = LR( 6’) holds. 
. First we want to show by induction on n that 
to G3t YR 
y, y’ E I*, and w E T*. 
The case n = 1 is trivial. 
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Let now Ay Ra @ %n w [y’] according to G be g 
(1) If the first production applied is not of the form 
according to G’ too. Assume /3 = tit BI y1u2 
UjE T*, jE[l:k+l], kal, and ~1~1”. ACCO 
for iE[l:k] with ?liS?l, ulvt2#~V~...V&u&+]=W, and y&l= y’. 
hypothesis we have Ay % /3 
(2) If the first production is of the form A -+ 8, then the given derivation can be s 
written 
AyR=$By=B,y%B2yR=$- l l %+Bky%@ R+-kw [y'], 
shere k is maximal with A u+ Bk. Hence we have Ay %#3 according to G’ and 
with the induction hypothesis one can show Ay % fi %* w [ y’] according to G’ 
as in (1). Now we can conclude LR( G) S i&G’). 
Next we want to show by induction on n that 
if Ay % w [y’] holds according to G’, then Ay %* w [ y’] 
holds according to G, where A E IV, y, Y’E I*, and w E I”r. 
Let n = 1; then the applied production is A+ w E P’ and y = y’ holds. If A + w is 
also in P, then the assertion holds obviously. Otherwise, there is a BE N with 
B + w ET and A a+ B. Hence the derivation Ay R$@ By R* w [ y] according to G 
is possible. 
Let now Ay R”/3 %’ w [ y’] according to G’ be given. It is easy to show, using 
the induction hypothesis, that #3 %* w [y’] holds according to G. The first deriva- 
tion step Ay 5 /3 according to G’ can be simulated according to G by 
Ay %* By %/3 as above. Now we can conclude the inverse inclusion LR( G’j c_ 
L,(G). Hence the theorem has been proven. 0 
In a similar way, it is easy to see that Ay “a* w according to G iff Ay “a* w 
according to 5’ holds. Therefore, we have the following theorem. 
Let G be a grammar and let G’ be the grammar constructed by Algorithm 
(G) = Lv( G’) holds. 
The next Elgorithm converts, in 
without singular productions into a 
analogy to the context-free 
grammar in standard form. 
case, a grammar 
occurrence of a terminal a in QI by ca yielding Q’ = & . . . &, k 3 2. Let B1, . . . , Bkw2 
31 
be net variables, set 
new productions. 
, iE[I:k-21 and be 
(3) Let Nz be the set of new variables and be the set of new productions 
introduced in (2). Now, set N’= NW N,u Nz and P’=?$u&J( 
context-free, 1cx 123 2)). 
ious that Lv( G) = Lv( G’) and LR( G) = LR( 6’) holds. Together with 
Theorem 4.4 we now have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.6. Let G be a grammar. A grammar G’ in standard form can be efictiuely 
constructed with Lv( G) = Lv( G’) and LR( G) = LR( 6’). 
In a grammar in standard form e-productions are allowed. This is a weaker 
condition as in the CNF for context-free grammars. The following restricted stan- 
dard form yields the CNF for context-free grammars in the case I = 0. 
Definition 4.7. A grammar G = (N, T, I, P, S) is in e-free standard form if it is in 
standard form, and there is no product&r of the form A -, e in P except S + e, in 
which case S does not occur in the rig&-hand side of any production in P. 
Aho [l] showed the following theorem. 
Tbeorem4.8. For each grammar G, a grammar G’ in e-free standard form with 
L,(G) = Lv( G’) can be effectiveiy constructed.. 
NOW the question arises, whether this theorem holds for the R-mode of derivation 
too. 
To answer this question, we will first show that a language L&G) can be obtained 
by leftmost derivations of a context-free grammar GEf controlled by a context-free 
language C. Let us briefly recall the notion of a controlled context-free grammar. 
Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a cnntext-free grammar, be a finite set and p a function 
from M onto P. The elements of are called labels of the productions in m is 
a label of the production p(m). 
For m E M, cw, p E (N u T)* we set Y “% #3 iff p can be obtained from &Y in a 
left t derivation step using production ). This notation 
UE , in the usual manner. Now let C s be a language. 
Lc(G)={w~w~T*withS”~w,~~C). 
con text-free grammar 
in P’, and a context-free language C s M * such that LR( 6) = Lc( G& holds. 
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f. Set = P and define the productions in 
following way: 
(a) rr:A+BC~P’iff w:A+ 
(b) w:A+a~P’iff T:A+~E P, 
EP’iff w:A+ 
e (c) a production in P’ than one label. 
The context-free language C C_ MS will be specified by a defined as follows: 
Set K =(Nv{$}, Iu(#}, 6, S, #, {$}) with 
(0 W4 n; 9) ains @Jig) iff 7r: A+ Bf E P, 
(2) S(A, ?r,f) contains (B, e) iff 7~: Af -, BE P, 
w, g) contains (B, g) iff W: 
err, g) contains ($, g) iff W: 
(5) S($, e, g) contains (D, g) for all DE N, 
ere we have gEfu{#). 
By induction on n e can show that if Ay %” w [y’] holds according to G, 
then there exists u E *, lu]=n, such that (A,u,y#)+*($,e,y’#) and A”+w 
according to Gti hold. Here AE AI, y, y% I*, and w E T*. This shows the inclusion 
LR(ckL,IGcf)- 
Furthermore, by induction on n = 1~1, one can show that if (A, u, y # ) E* 
(%, e, y’# ) and A ‘% w according to GcF, then Ay R** w [y’] holds according to 
G. Here A E N, y, y’ cz I*, and w E T*. This shows the inclusion LC( GCf) c_ LR( G). •ZI 
Note that GEp is e-free if G is in e-free standard form. Now, from [8, Corollary 
2 of Theorem 3.31, we can conclude the following corollaries. 
sensitive. 
. Let G be u grammar in e-free standard form. Then LR( G) is context- 
ere exists a type-0 language L such that there is no grammar G in 
own that context-free Dyck languages, p!ay an important role in the 
area of context-free 1 e; are used for homomorphic 
o tj’pes of index productions, 
a e two finite sets wit =f& and let C=Fu 
be a duplicate of C with n s = @. The Dyck grammar over C is 
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), where I =={j)f 
(2 v 2) = 0, and the followi set p of produ&o 
(1) for all h E H, the pro tion S--B hS&$ is in 
the productions S -) are in 
.2. Let Gr, be the Dyck mar over t3. men 
Lv(GEl) is called a V- ck language, and 
?;2) 0; = 
7 
L,(G,j Is cal!ed an R-indexed Dyck language. 
Remark. (1) If F = 0, then Lv( GD) = L&G& is the context-free 
over H 
(2) If H = 0, then Lv( G,) = LR( GD). GD corresponds to a right-linear indexed 
grammar. Therefore, Lv(GD) = LR( GD) is a context-free langua e [S] and it is easy 
to see that this language consists of the set of prefixes of the context-free Dyck 
language over E 
In the rest of this section we will investigate properties of V-indexed and R-indexed 
Dyck languages. These properties will be used in the ne: + section where hornomor- 
phic characterizations of indexed and type-0 languages are given, which correspond 
exactly to the Chomsky-Schiitzenberger Theorem for context-free languages. 
Let E H, 2, and e be as in Definition 5.1. The mapping p : (2 u if)* + (2 u 2 j* 
is defined by (see [9]): 
and, for all w E (2 u s)*, a E 2, 
cLcw= w, I p(w)a’ ifp(w)&iZd)*a, if p(w) = w’a. 
The mapping &: (2 u e)*+ (Fu F)* is defined as pF = p 0 i$, where 4 : (2 u 
e)* + (F w F)* is the homomorphism which deletes all letters from 
&(a)=a if ac FuF and &(a)=e if aeHufi. 
The mapping pH : (2 u if)* +(Hufl)* is defined as JU~=~O+ where +:( 
)* is the homorphis 
Furthermore we will use the foll 
considered according to t 
.3. If w = wI WOE Dg and a E 2, then w,aaw2c 
derivation by the step s$ ’ 
e introduced in a 
if a E 
se (c): w1 = wf f with f tz 11x;: Let his cmxmence off be introduced in a deriva- 
&. This step can be replaced by 
3 falser if a E E 
or by 
S+ %$5$~ 5 f~S~~~S~~ 5 faiiS$+ if a f H 
Case (d): w1 = w$ with f f F. Let this occurrence of f be introduced in a 
S& v* _fS$ This can be replaced by 
if aEF, 
or by 
s Sj&iS+ ‘*fatiS+ if a E H 0 . 
m states a concatenation property of Dx. 
Dz with YE F", then yhw, E 0: holds for each h E H. 
f yw, and yw2 has to start with ‘k+* q&j? Hence, the 
2 
osition property of words in Dg. 
then yhw = yhwlkw2 with yw,, 
claim shows th 
If a E F, then in each de~vat~on f w the occurrence aa’ has to 
by S+ v+ as&q “* a 
E L?: with g, f E F, then f = g. 
The next claims relate the structure of 0: to the structure of the context-free 
Dyck languages over W and over E 
Let # be the homomorphism defined above. Then #( 0:) is the context-Jr&e 
Dyck language over H. 
Claim 5.9. If w E 0: n (F u P)*, then w is a prefix of a word of the context-free Dyck 
language over E 
In the next claim we need the following notation. For x E 2 u s, set 2 = a’ if x = a 
and aE2, or set %=a if x=a’and ae2. Furthermore, if w=xl...x,,, set i3= 
sm... fl for na0. 
. If S+ “# w with w E (F v F)* holds, then S+ “+* wilrS+ holds too. 
f. If n = 1, then w = e and we have S+ “+* WCS?. 
Now, let Sq “a”+’ w, w E (F u P)* be given. We have to consider the following 
cases. 
Case (a): If Sq “+?3& “+” fv = w, then 
S_i “*fi]$ “=a* fvGSj$ “* fvi$S~ = WGSjI 
Case (b). If Sq = S]& “afS& “+‘$J = w, then 
s+ = S]& “* f’sdc^ “** fv&S& “* j-Gj?!$& = w&S?. [7 
lai 
roof. The occurrence of h 
S+ “a hSj%S~. It is obvious 
sq “a* w,ti*sq. cl 
with w2 E (F v F)* and h E then w1 w2E3w3 E 
in 
that Sq “a* w2 ho 
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Now we want to show some properties of D g. As in the foregoing, all derivations 
are considered according to the grammar GD. 
Let us first state an impcrtant property of -mode derivations acco 
. If S+ RS’ w [$J, then pH( w) = e and & yw) =j3 holds. 
If n = 1, then w = e and hence, pH( w) = e and /3 = y. Since 9 E I*, we have 
and pF( yw) = b+(y) = y = j3. Now, let us perform the induction step. 
(a) Let S? %jZ!$ff =jSgRS’fw [b] be given. Then, by the induction 
hypothesis, we have pH( fw) = pH( w) = e and pF( yfw) = /3. 
(b) Let y = yI f and let Sq = S$ql % fSqI w fw [fi] be given. Then, by the 
induction hypothesis, ~~ ( fw) = juH ( w) = e and pF( y1 w) = p. Therefore, pF( yfw) = 
~&,f~w)=j4p(y,w)=j3. ( ere we use a well known property of the function p 
(see PI)). 
(c) Let 
be given with S$ ‘%‘I wI [&I and S/?, 5% w2 [fi]. According to the induction 
hypothesis we have pH( w,) = 4 w2) = e, therefore, 44 hwIgw2) = e. Furthermore, 
we have PF(YhWfiW2) = ~F(YW,W2~ = PFh(YWdW2) = PFu3lW2) = 6 
This completes the proof of the claim. III 
The folloGng Claims 5.13417 correspond to Claims 5.347. 
3. If w = w1 w2 E DE and a E Z, then w,aiiw2 E 02. 
If yw,, j3w2e D: with y, p E F* and pF( yw,) = /3, then yhw,Ew2E Dt 
Since yw,, /3wte DR z, 
and S R** PSfi %* /3w2. 
we have S R+* yS$ R+* yw, [p^] (see Claim 5.12) 
S %* yS8 R+ yhSj%iS R~* yhw,@ R+* yhw,iiw2. Cl 
with yEF*andhE then yhw = yhw,Kw, with ywpz 
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. If w,aa’w, E with a E 2, then w1 w2 E 
The proof is similar to the proof of Claim 5.6. 
7. If wlgfw2 E 05 with g, f e F, then f = g. 
The next claim shows that one can commute letters of H u J!i with letters of F w F 
in words of DE without leaving DR p. This is a first step to describe the structure of 
0,” in terms of the context-free Dyck languages over H and over F 
Claim 5.18. Let a E H v I!i and b E F v l? Then w,abw, E DE iff w,baw, E 0:. 
Proof. Let us consider the case a E H and b E E Let w,abw2 E 05. A derivation of 
wlabw2 has to start with 
Replace the last two steps by 
In a similar way, w,baw, E DE implies w,abw, E 0:. The other cases follow in a 
similar manner. I3 
Using this claim, the following claim can easily be proven. 
im5.19. WE DE iff+(w)+(w)E DE. 
The structure of words in 0; can be described in the following way: 
WE D~,‘thenwithClaim5.12wehaveLcH(w)=~(~(w))=eand~~(w)=~(~(w))~ 
F”. Therefore, $(w) is a word of the context-free 
is a prefix of a word of the co 
of a word of the context-free and a prefix of 
yck language over F. 
let w be a shuffle o 
9(w) = ~2, and 144 = ~(4 = e, 
derivation S R+* u2S9 Ra u2 an 
s R** l.42 
we have w E DE. 
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This shows that a word w is in 0; iff it is a shuffle of a word of the context-free 
Dyck language over W and a prefix of a word of the context-free language 
over F. 
6. ic c 
In the literature there are many attempts to give homomorphic characterizations 
of type-0 languages (see, e.g., [3,6,7]). We will use the Dyck grammars defined in 
the previous section to give homomorphic characterizations of indexed and type-0 
languages. To this end we will construct, given a grammar G in standard form, a 
regular grammar G, and a homomorphism h such that LX(G) = h( LX( Gp) n Lx( Gc)) 
for x = V and x = R, where the Dyck grammar Gp depends on G. If G is a context-free 
grammar, then we obtain the well-known Chomsky-Schiitzenberger Theorem for 
context-free languages in terms of the context-free Dyck language. The homomorphic 
characterizations of indexed languages given in [4, 151 do not have this property. 
They depend on the intersection of the normal context-free Dyck language with a 
context-free language of a special form. 
Now, let G = (N, T, I, P, S) be a grammar in standard form and let M = 
1 ml,=**, m,} with k = IPI be a set of labels of P Construct a regular grammar 
6,=(N, T,, P,,S) where T,=Zve with C= Iu TuM and P, is defined as 
follows: 
(a) if m: A -) BC E P, then A + mB E P, and for each D + Q E P the productions 
D + aa’fiC E P,; 
(b) if D+a+z P, then D-,aa’c P,; 
(c) if A+ E P, then A + fB E P,.; 
(d) ifAf+BEP,thenA+fBEP,. 
Gc can be viewed as a grammar with I = 4). Since G, is a regular grammar, 
we have Lv( Gt) = LR( Gc), which is a regular language. 
Furthermore, let h : T: + * be the homomorphism defined by 
h(a) = I a if Q E T,; e otherwise. 
and let Gb be the Dyck grammar over C = Fu 
enote the V-indexed and R-indexed 
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Let G, Gr, and be given as above. en we have L,,(G) = 
of. Al! derivations in this proof are V-mode derivations. First we will prove the 
inclusion L,(G) c_ h( 0: n LV( G,)). To this end we will prove by induction on n that 
if Ay =9’ w according to G with y E I*, w E T*, then A =$* w’ 
according to Gr, with W’E Tf such that h( w’) = w and yTw% 
( 7T is the transpose of 7.) 
Let n = 1, then Ay * a holds according to G. ence, we have A + aa’ according 
to Gr, h(ao’) = a and since y% Ox, we have, with Claim 5.3, yTad E 0:. 
Now, let the derivation Ay * ByCy + “1 w,Cy ++? w1 w2 = w with n, + n2 = n be 
given. Using the induction hypothesis we have B +* w: according to G, with 
h(w:) = w1 axed yTw: E 0: and C +* wi according to Gr with h(wi) = w2 and 
yTw$ E 0:. Hence, we can conclude A * mB a* mw’,fiC =+* mw’,fiwi according 
to G, with h(mw’,fiwi)= w,w,= w and, using Claim 5.4 again, yTmw:tTiwiE 0:. 
Now, assume Ay + Bfy S’ w holds according to G. Using the induction 
hypothesis we conclude A --Ir, fB +*fw’ according to G, with h(fw’) = h(w’) = w 
and y’fw’ E 0:. 
If Afy + By +” w holds according to G, then using the induction hypothesis we 
have A a$B a* Fw’ according to G, with h(fw’) = h( w’) = w and, furthermore, 
yTw% 0: and with Claim 5.3 we conclude y’fSw’ E 0:. 
This completes the induction. In particular, S a* w according to G implies 
S+* w’ according to G, with h(w’) = w and W’E D& hence L,(G) E 
h(Dv, n Lv(Gr)). 
To prove the converse inclusion we will show by induction on n that 
if A +” w’ according to G, and yTw% 0: for a y E I*, then 
A y a* w according to G with h( w’) = w. 
The case n = 1 is trivial. 
Let now A + mB +” mw’ according to G, with m E and yTmwk 0: for a 
y E I* be given. Using Claim 5.5 we know that mw’= yTmw’,fiwG with 
yTw’,, yTw$e 0:. Hence, we have mB $1 mw’,fiC + “2 mw’,fiwi according to G,. 
Therefore, B *nl wl, and C a”2 wi hold according to G,. Using the induction 
hypothesis we have By =+* h( w;) and Cy ** h(wi) and, finally, 
Ay* ByCy+* h(w;)h(w;)= h i) = h( mw’) according to G. 
Next, consider the derivation %+“fw’ according to 6, where yTfW’c Di 
for a y E I*. With the induction hypothesis we conclude ** h( w’) and therefore, 
Let now the derivation 
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This completes the induction. In particular, if S+* w’ according to G, and 
W’E Ox, then S a* w according to G with h( w’) = w. This shows the inclusion 
hrnY n r-.lrf \\c L,,(G). \-A’ ‘-V\-tlJ--.\ n 
If we replace V by R in the foregoing theorem, we arrive at the following 
homomorphic characterization of R-indexed (=type-0) languages in terms of the 
R-indexed Dyck language I$, which is a shuffle of a context-free Dyck language 
with prefixes of the words of another context-free Dyck language. 
eorem 6.2. Let G, G,, and DE be given as aboue. 7ben we hatle L,(G) = 
hux n LR(Gr))* 
f. All derivations in this proof are R-mode derivations. To prove the inclusion 
L,(G) C_ h( 0: n LR(Gr)) we will show by induction on n that 
if Ay s+” w [jl] according to G, then A a* w’ according to Gr 
with h( w’) = w, y*w’~ 09, and pF( y’w’) = PT. 
Let now n = 1, i.e., we have Ay * u [ y] according to G. Then A + aa’ according 
to Gr with h(aa) = a, and yTad E 05 holds. Furthermore, we have PF( yTad) = yT. 
Let now the derivation Ay + ByC an w [/3] according to G be given. Then 
By 3’1 w1 [&I and C’& a% w2 [/3] according to G with w = wlw2 and n, + n2 = n 
holds for a suitable & E I*. The application of the induction hypothesis to these 
two derivations yields (i) B a* wl, according to Gr with h(w:) = wl, yTw: E IDi, and 
pF( yTwI) = /3: and (ii) C ** wi according to G, with h( ws) = w2, P&$E 02, 
and PPWM) = PT. This can be combined to the derivation 
A+ mB +* mw’,fiC =+* rnwifiwi according to G, with h(mw:ri;rwi) = wlw2. Using 
Claim 5.14 we obtain y’rnwifiw&c DE. Furthermore, p&y*mwifiw$) = 
PF(PF(rTwI)w;) = pF.(PTwi) = rs’. 
Now, let the derivation Ay + Bfy $’ w [p] according to G be given. Then, with 
the induction hypothesis, we obtain A =J~B +* fw’ according to G, with h( w’) = 
h(fw’) = w, yTfwk DE, and pF( rTfw’) = PT. 
Now, let y =fr, and consider the derivation Ay + By, =>” w [p] according to 
G. Then, with the induction hypothesis, we obtain A +fB +* SW’ according to G, 
with h(w’) = h(fw’) = w, ~Tw’E D!j and pF( yrw’) = pF( yTfSw’> = PT. Furthermore, 
we have yT$v’= y:ffw’E Dg (see Claim 5.13). 
This completes the induction. In particular, we have if S R+* w according to G, 
en S =3* w’ according to Gc with h( w’) = w and w’ E DE, i.e., the inclusion 
5 n LR( G,)) holds. 
To prove the converse inclusion, we will show y induction on n that 
to 6, and yTw% 5 for a ye I”, then 
ng to G with h( w’) = w and @‘= pF(yTw’). 
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e case n = 1 is trivial. 
Now, consider a derivation =3” mw’ according to 6, and let yTmw% Dg 
for a y E I*. With Claim 5.15 yTmw’ can be written as yTmw’,fiw& with yTw; E 0; 
and yF( yTw:)w:~ 02. Hence, the above derivation can be written as 
A a mB #I mw#C *% mw’,fiw$. Therefore, B a”, wi and C a% wi holds 
according to Gr. Since y’wi E DE, the induction hypothesis implies 
according to G with h(w’,) = w1 and /3:= pF( yTwi). 
Since pF( yTw$vi = ~B:w:E 05 holds, the induction hypothesis implies 
C/3* a* w2 [p] according to G with h( wi) = w2 and PT= ~&~w~). 
Combining these results we get Ay * ByC ** w,Cj3, +* w, w2 [p] according to 
G with h( mw#wG) = h( wi wi) = w1 w2 and pF( yTmw’,fiw:) = pF( yTwi wi) = 
ILF(I.LF(YTWa4) = ELF(Pr\t’i) = P* 
Now, consider a derivation A *fB #fw’ according to G, and let yTfW% 0: 
for y E I*. Then the induction hypothesis implies A y * Bfy +* w [p] according 
to G with h( w’) = w and cGF( yTfw’) = /3. 
Now, consider a derivation A * $B +” SW’ according to G, and let yTfw’ E 0: 
for a y E I*. Then, according to Claim 5.17, we have yT= yTf and hence, y:w’,: DE 
(see Claim 5.16). With the aid of the induction hypothesis, we arrive at A y = 
Afy, + By, +* w [p] according to G with h(fw’) = h(w’) = w and pF( yTFw’) = 
cLF(Y3Ta = d Y-w> = P- 
This completes the induction. In particular, we have if S a* w’ according to G, 
and W’E DE, then S a* w according to G with h( w’) = w. 
This shows the inclusion h( 0: n LR( G,)) c LR( G). El 
Remark. A context-free grammar G in CNF can be viewed as a grammar in standard 
form with an empty index set I. In this case L,(G) = LR(G) and 0: = DE and 
Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2 coincide with the Chomsky-Schiitzenberger Theorem 
for context-free languages. 
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